Mansour al-Hallaj

Mansur al-Hallaj c. 26 March ) (Hijri c. AH AH) was a Persian mystic, poet and teacher of Sufism. He is best known
for his saying: "I am the.Al Hallaj Mystic and Martyr. Al Hallaj was a legendary Iranian Sufi master who lived in
between - AD. Al Hallaj was . The Tawasin of Mansur Al-Hallaj. 26 March ) was a Persian monist philosopher, mystic,
writer and teacher of Sufism. His full name was Abu al-Mughith al-Husayn ibn Mansur al- Hallaj.2 Poems by Mansur
Al Hallaj. By Mahmoud Mostafa. Islamic_Mystic_al_Hallaj Underlying his fearsome courage was a beautiful
tenderness that was forgiving.'An-al-Haq' (I am the truth) this statement would be the death of Mansur Al- Hallaj. A
Sufi poet, teacher and philosopher, Hallaj was executed.Mansur al-Hallaj was accused for blasphemy in Baghdad (he
was originally an Iranian poet). He was a Sufi and he started advertising his beliefs and gained.Al-?allaj, in full Abu
al-Mughith al-?usayn ibn Man?ur al-?allaj, (born c. , ?ur , Irandied March 26, , Baghdad), controversial writer and
teacher of.To this I am now adding this sad and gruesome account of the martyrdom of Mansur al-Hallaj, which I
constructed and pieced together from a.Mansur al-Hallaj is one of the more controversial figures of Sufism. Considered
by many to be a great poet-saint, he was executed for blasphemy. The name.Mansur al-Hallaj (Arabic: ??? ?????? ??????
?? ????? ?????? Abu 'l-Mugi? Al- ?usayn bin Man?ur al-?allag; Persian: ????? ???? Mansur-e ?allaj) (c.One spring
morning in tenth-century Baghdad, a raggedly dressed man named Husyn Ibn Mansur al Hallj -a renowned Sufiexclaimed at the.Indian. The Execution of Mansur Hallaj, from the Warren Hastings Album, Opaque watercolor on
paper, Sheet: 15 1/4 x 11 3/16 in. ( x cm).Husayn ibn Mansur al-Hallaj (d), Sufi radical of the Abbasid era; Hallaj at
Bahghdad.Mansur Al Hallaj (c. - March 26, ) is one of the most celebrated yet misunderstood mystic that mankind ever
had. He was and is.Mansur al-Hallaj, a Sufi and one of Islam's most controversial writers/teachers, his life and death
represent to many, a reference point in Islamic.
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